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Architecture, like Art, progresses with a pace so capricious 

that oftentimes in the steadily advancing procession of civiliza¬ 

tion, she seems to falter, falling out of step with its greatest 

triumphs, yet appearing at her test at its most lagging moments. 

She shows herself only by fits and starts but, though the period 

of her exaltation is brief, the peaks on whose summits she stands 

continue to rear, their heads above the wastes of commonplace and 

remain as signal monuments to her ever upward progress. 

Such was the appearance of Gothic art and architecture, for 

a space the mistress of medieval life, and though our present art 

stands scarcely higher for this distinction behind it, we are the 

heirs of all these ages of fertility and we have at least a know¬ 

ledge of this wealth that once existed. With shreds of treasure 

which have been hoarded in museums and the perishing masses of 

Gothic fabric which remain to us, we cannot expect to reassume 

the glories of this past art which has been so finally put away, 

nor do we desire to imitate them. The color of Gothic painting, 

the life of Gothic sculpture, and the manifold mysteries of Gothic 

texture, we cannot seek to reproduce, yet there are those who 

would copy such beautiful works in a vain attempt to appropriate 

their glories. The secret of Gothic architecture is more deep¬ 

ly hidden than that, and it is this secret that is of interest to 

us and which mdst attracts our attention. After laying Gothic 



architecture on the dissecting table aixl stripping it to the 

hone, we make vain efforts to put new flesh on the old skeleton* 

The surgeon does not thus dissect a body hoping to restore to it 

a life which has passed on* Bather by the intimate knowledge he 

thus obtains of this body, which formerly functioned properly, he 

aspires to a better understanding of that which made it live and 

hopes by this understanding to enable humanity to come nearer it*s 

goal of perfection* Progress then is not a vain attempt at a re¬ 

construction of that which is past, nor is it a mere copying of 

that which has been the best* Progress in architecture is marked 

by a realization of the glories and an admission of the eminence 

of these beautiful creations, but it cannot stop there* It must 

build upon this foundation a greater Art and an Architecture which 

can raise itself in trinmph to nobler heights and greater glories. 

More than nine thousand years ago there flourished in the 

valley of the Rile an Art which it is claimed surpasses even our’s 

in it’s genius* Two thousand years later the Art of Egypt expressed 

itself in an architecture whose style and scale have attracted the 

envy of all the succeed!^ centuries* Babylon, with it’s two so 

widely separated periods of architecture, looms equally bright on 

the horizon of this most ancient Art* Much nearer to us, both in 

time and interest, is the architecture of Greece and later of Borne, 

Eyen in our time Greek architecture has it*s exponents who pro - 

claim it the most perfect the world has ever known* It*s aspira - 



tions, it* s progressions, if's traditions are studied as the 

"beacon for all time. Yet, is it as sincere and as truely ex - 

pressive of the ideals of architecture as that type of "build - 

ing whose very name is " a term of reproach" and to which so 

great a man as Sir Christopher Wren refers, as "a mountain of 

stone not worthy of the name of architecture"? 

Undoubtedly Gothic architecture is nearer to us* It is 

native to our race, the contry of our fathers shows it's works 

at our very door* English Gothic is the work of the English 

Church and the English nation and we, as successors to "both, 

can claim it as our own* We may raise our superstructure of 

Architecture to greater heights on if's eminence, "but that we 

can share it's glory by copying what is left to us has too 

often been taken for granted* In England, less than a century 

ago this hope wa3 eagerly siezed upon and enthusiasm over it 

assumed the form of a great Gothic revival* However sadly this 

enterprise may have suffered, it ' s influence was soon felt in 

America. At first American architects attempted to copy blind¬ 

ly Gothic prededent regardless of the difference of environ - 

ment, the different methods of building, and the lack of suit¬ 

able materials* Such attempts, however, were not frequent and 

in no manner outstanding or significant* 

The first intelligent example of mote of this awakening 

in America was the building of the Memorial Hall of Harvard 

College in 1876* (Wall & Tan Brunt, Architects, Boston) While 



itrs esterior was not in any way noteworthy, it was the interior 

and especially the wooden vaulted ceiling and wooden vaulting 

shafts which attracted so much attention* The Hew York World took 

first notice of it*s unusual aspect and commented of it in no 

particularly flattering manner* "There are so many good things 

to he done with timber that this nonsensical use of it is entirely 

without excuse# It is surprising that the same man should he 

capable of translating Viollet-le-Duc as Mr# Tan Brunt has done 

and then flying in his face in this extraordinary manner*# 

Fortunately Mr. Tan Brunt, the author of this extraordinary 

deed, took notice of the article and presented a defense in which 

he relies upon the authority of M. Tiollet-le-Duc. (Tiollet-le- 

Duc, Dictionnaire Raisonné, 'Essay on Taultings*) He defends his 

design from an archaeological point of view as well as aesthetic# 

He claims to have committed no offence against either construction 

or art and submits his statement "not as a defense agàinst any 

system of imitation, but in the interests of sound design and 

honest work as opposed to caprice and disregard of principle and 

with the belief that a discussion of this kind, if only because it 

is a discussion, can hardly be without it*s good uses"# In the / 

discussion which this defense calls forth no point of importance is 

made other than that it is dangerous to imitate a form without 

thoroughly understanding the principles involved# This in itself 

is significant as one of the first steps in the development, from 

the Gothic, of an architecture which Is grounded in the fundamental 



principles of Gothic, yet an architecture that is more than a 

mere imitation of an empty form expressive of nothing save 

"traditional association". 

Belonging to this same period are two churches, hoth "being 

a decided contribution to the development of the Gothic in 

America, yet each representing a completely different attitude 

on the part of the architect, The Central Church, Boston, is 

most expressive of the type of Gothic building that in the next 

few decades will become so popular. It lacks the attention-to- 

details-at-the-expense-of-all-feeling that brought such criticism 

on Van Brunt but neither does it have the feeling of solidity 

and mass that Bichardson strove for in his buildings* It has 

elements of both, yet it is neither. In this curious contri - 

dictory way it represents a type of building that becomes quite 

popular in the course of the next ten years, 

Bichardson, (H, H« Bichardson of Gambrill & Bichardson, 

Architects, Boston, 1877) apparently comes closer to establish - 

ing a type of buildings which approaches more nearly the Gothic 

idea of mass. His sacrifice of detail and his solid treatment 

of wall-space give to his designs a character which, though fall¬ 

ing quite Short of Gothic achievement show an appreciation and an 

understanding of Gothic principles. Perhaps an even better 

illustration of his realization of the importance of the walls, 

in which he allowed the walls themselves and the openings to 

make the design rather than any unnecessary use of ornament, is 



in the VOburn Town Library « 

In the sane decade with these refreshing designs of 

Richardson and the clever though dogmatic imitations of Van 

Brunt, there appears a church which at once furnishes an out - 

standing example of the rather dull copying, such as was done by 

Upjohn, (R. H« Upjohn, Architect, Boston, 1877) in the Central 

Church, yet of such obvious merit that it seems to point towards 

greater achievements* This is the Roman Cathotlic Cathedral of 

St* Patrick at Hew York* In it the architect, James Renwick, 

(James Renwick, Architect, Hew York, 1877) achieves possibly 

the ultimate in this tye^* It is ar\gve«s imitation and not in any 

sense an original design, yet it is such an intelligent imitation 

that a great deal of the feeling of the great city cathedral 

churches of Gothic France cannot help but be present* 

Gothic architecture of this decade in America might then, be 

classed under three distinct types* The type as exemplified by 

Upjofcn in the Central Church at Boston should be first considered 

as it is obviously more elementary in itfs conception* In this 

type the architect copies his prededent blindly* The unity and 

coherence of the design, depending entirely upon individual taste 

and imitative ability, loses for it any semblance of character and 

it is pleasing only in so far as the imitator is able to follow 

the original* Any departure from precedent is impossible and the 

style degenerates with each attempt. This type obviously furnished 

very little hope, but being apparently the course of least resist •* 



ance it flourished continually throughout the next twenty years* 

The second type of which the works of San Brunt and perhaps 

the Cathedral of New York are examples, deserves more attention* 

The architect in this case does not ignorantly and Blindly copy 

anything that might appeal to his fancy* Bather he studies the 

Gothic examples of the Middle Ages quite in detail* But* with all 

his B<> serrations and study of medieval architecture* he sees the 

Building only as an accumulation of details* perhaps all related* 

But never emerging from them to from one great unit* A Builder 

of this type may progress further than the imitator* for* knowing 

his subject* he may adapt it's details to his design and incor - 

porate in it a certain amount of freshness without departing from 

his dogmas* The highest type of Gothic design can never Be realized 

o 
until the architect can see Beyond this pvint and* instead of losing 

himself in the wilderness of details* seef in them a great whole* 

so simple in its** fundamental principles that it may Be applied 

to any design with the greatest of success* 

This ideal type Bichardson approaches more nearly* He seemed 

to feel his Buildings as a living mass whose very existence de « 

pended on their frankness and simplicity* His works naturally do 

not come near his ideal But in them are found elements which can Be 

developed, and which will Be developed, to Bring aBout a new style 

of American architecture which, though Gothic in it*s fundamental 

principles will Be in every sense "modern*** 



Daring the following decade» (1880 - 90) architecture in 

America shows new signs of life* It is almost impossible to realize 

t&# vast Influence exerted over this period by H. H. Richardson. 

Prom Queen Anne and Victorian Gothic popular fancey suddenly 

switched to Romanesq.ue, Where previously the client had demanded 

something "Queen Annish", "Romanesque" now became the cry* That 

this àudden popularity could be due to sources other than Richardson 

is unlikely, for the style that he adopted and made his own was 

certainly a new style to America, 
» 

Graduated from the Beaux Arts, but still studying in Paris, 

Richardson was forced by financial reverses suffered by his family 

r 
due to the Civil War, to return to America and attempt to earn his 

own living. Firmly convinced that Romanesque was the only style 

that offered sufficient possibilities as en American style, he 

determined to establish it in its proper niche or starve in the en¬ 

deavor, It seemed for several years that he would be forced to 

«va 
accept the alternate. According to a contemporary story, he even 

attempted to obtain work at Tiffany's, shaping and ornamenting gas 

shades. Even this attempt proved unsuccessful, but his day was soon 

to come. Some days later Richardson was Introduced by a friend to 

a Mr, Chaplin, president of the Boston and Allegheny Railroad, and 

thru his influence was named architect for a new church in Spring - 

field, Massachusetts, This proved to be the first event in a most 

billiant career, 

Mr, Richardson believed in a "bold, rich, living architecture" 



And lu good work or none* Out standing in all of Ms work is their 

singleness of purpose and force of impression* That his work was 

Instantly appreciated and accepted is doubtful hut that it was out - 

standing and vastly influential is undeniable* 

One of the earlier of Ms noteworthy works was the town Library 

and museum at Woburn, vhich we have already considered* It was a 

later village library, Ms tMrd one? the Crans Library at Quincy, 

Massachusetts, that attracted the most favorable contemporary 

comment* His second one, the Ames Memorial Library, at Worth Easton, 

followed rather closely in general feeling the earlier one at Woburn* 

In fact, all three have quite a strong family resemblance* The 

style is Provençal Romanesque, in which the architect contrives to 

express such a marked and characteristic individuality* His buildings 

are so well studied that there is nothiig forced, no appearance of 

"making architecture", but the composition seems as simple and 

qyntaneous as if it came so* 

Mr* Richardson was ttill more successful with a group of build .«* 

ings at Worth Easton, which included the earlier library building* 

Free from the uncongenial surroundings of the work of other architects, 

here may be best observed the peculiarities of the style which Mr* 

Richardson made so markedly his own, and which encouraged so many 

imitators in the years to follow* A critic writing in the American 

ArcMtect shortly after the death of Mr. Richardson gives us some 

idea of how Ms work was received* Speaking of the buildings at Worth 

Easton, he says* 



"The first impression of Mr* Bichardson’s work was, that 

here at last was a man who handled his materials as if they possessed 

substance, a man who built and used real stones and bricks to build 

with, and yet we had not then seen this Gate Lodge, the fantasy of a 

Titan, of which we have heard some architect, a New fork architect* 

too, exclaim*'**1 had rather have the credit of having built that than 

any other building in the country"! 

It is apparent that an entire volume could be devoted to Mr* 

Eic hards on and his works. Although his importance to later Gothic 
nof 

building cannot be over-emphasised, his works must be allowed to 

command too much of our time* Such buildings as the Allegheny County 

Court House, Trinity Church, Boston, and the Brattle Square Church 

at Boston must be passed over with scarce a notice much less a men - 

tion of thiir individual merits* Although decidedly Bomanesque, his 

buildings furnished infinite inspiration for later Gothic builders 

even as medieval Bomanesque paved the way for the more splendid Gothic 

building of the XII and XIII centuries, 

With all this strong Bomanesque influence it is not, however, to 

be supposed that Gothic buildixg ceased* On the contrary, there was 

a coincident renewal of energy among the Gothic imitators* Upjohn 

continued to blindly copy precedent, never daring to introduce any - 

thing new for fear of departing from "good Gothic** Van Brunt, feel - 

ing the Bichardson influence, and recognising its value, attempted to 

incorporate some of its frank quality into his buildings with sad 

results, and never does his works rise above the class of mediocrfciy* 



Perhaps the nearest approach to genius and the greatest under - 

standing of Gothic during this decade is to he found in the works 

of H* M* Congdon* 

Already Congdon had made his dehut among the outstanding 

Gothicists with a design far the Proposed Church of Saint Paul's 

at Glen Cove» New York* Although the design of the church itself 

was not remarkable* the tower showed a spark of quality that later 

was to hurst forth unrestrained in the more mature works of this 

man* (That he should he blamed for the Brooklyn Academy of Design is 

rather unfail4 in my opinion for at the time he was associated with 

a much older man. and his work was obviously influenced*) 

His feeling for the quality and his understanding of the nature 

of Gothic architecture he early displayed in two competitive designs} 

onejfc’or the proposed Church of Christ Science at Portsmouth* New 

Hampshire* the other for the Christ Church at Danville* Pennsylvania* 

Congdon* while knowing and respecting his precedent* sees in it 

more than a mere adaptation of forms and details* Almost without 

realizing why* he avoids the brick and timber Gothic of his 

predecessors* quite frankly acknowledging his lack of ability to 

adapt them* as materials* to his design and still retain the living 

vitality of the Gothic of the Middle Ages* In the Christ Church at 

Danville he employs stone throughout and* working more with Gothic 

ideals than Gothic form and detail* he achieves quite a billiant 

success* ¥e see in him evidence of a gradual awakening to the vast 

possibilities of medieval architecture but even to him Got hit implied 



"church architecture1* and he did not concieve of it as a flexible 

and versatile style, the one style whose very essence was adapta - 

bility and frankness, 
« 

Host of the Bothic building in America doubtlessly was church 

architecture with perhaps occasional aberrations in the form of 

residences, That there had been and still was being built, a 

multitude of pseudo-Gothic and Victorian Gothic buildings of the 

smaller type is not to be denied - rahter is it to be ignored. 

Another class of buildings, one with which medieval architecture, 

especially medieval English architecture, was later to become 

indelibly indentified, was academic architecture - collegiate 

buildings. 

The first conspicuous use of Gothic in works of this type 

was in the buildings for the Columbia College, New York, by C, C, 

Haight, Harking back to Oxford and Cambridge for precedent, the 

architect obviously attempts to reconstruct into his creations, the 

scholastic atmosphere of these medieval buildings. His success 
Q«n«ral 

was of course not remarkable* Later in thev Theological Seminary 

at New York he advances a few paces by expressing in honest terms 

whatever difficulties of plan that may have occurred, but still 

clingging closely to his precedent. Although he attempted to 

express in new brick and stone a feeling that only time and age 

can produce, his attempts were not on the whole unsuccessful and 

he did a great deal towards establishing a style in collegiate 



'building, that, even today, is almost as closely connected with 

college architecture as was Gothic with church building. 

Collegiate building assumed a much more important role during 

the next two decades. Heretofore college buildings had been 

more or less varied in their architectural treatment. Built 

during different times and by different men few buildings on a 

typical campus had even a similar character. As at Harvard where 

the buildings show a development from the Revolutionary days, 

through the "Dark Ages", and on up to modem times, one is apt to 

find almost any style employed. The character of the campus must 

suffer each whim of the changing generations. 

Even as in church building and as in public building, the 

collegiate style underwent a kind of purifying process, Corres - 

ponding to the Richardson influence in secular and religious 

building there was an equally strong Romanesque influence in 

academic building. In the work of Bruce Price at Yale this in » 

fluence finds its best expression. Osborn Hall, with its heavy 

Romanesque arches and almost rude attention to mass, has an air of 

refinement that before this time was lacking in buildings of this 

type. The very fact that it was such a bold departure was to the 

credit of its designer. Its round towers, its curved porticos, and 

its decoration may or may not have been good, btt that they, taken 

as a whole, made a building that marked a decided advance is not to 

be denied. 



As ve have already noted, it remained for C» C« Haight to 

inauger ate this new style which, was to become so much a part of the 

next decade, or rather, for the next several decades. His works 

In Hew York were, as we have seen, the first noteworthy examples 

of this adaptation of medieval precedent to scholastic architecture. 

That he should go to Oxford and Cambridge for this precedent is 

natural,for there were the great architectural monuments of 

medieval end early Renaissance building wherein medieval Gothic 

found its best secular expression. Even these earlier works of 

Mr, Haight show a noticable feeling' for the dignity and atmosphere 

of these old schools. Of the work that he did for Columbia College, 

Hamilton Hall is doubtlessly the best} distinctly better than the 

School of Mines which preceeded it, but better also than the library 

that succeeded it. The library was not bad considering the 

surrounding works of other architectstbut it was little else than 

a rather correct and quite commonplace piece of Gothic and showed 

very little, if any, inspiration,. (It has since been replaced by a 

splendid bit of Renaissance work from the office of McKirn, Mead & 

White). Hamilton Hall, on the other hand, was a distinct and tin - 

qualified success. It was one of the first buildings to show that 

the requirements of a modern college can be met without transcending 

the limits of historical Gothic, The building is in no sense a re • 

production of an old work. And yet it would take its place in the 

High Street at Oxford, or among the "backs" at Cambridge without a 

jar, with much less of incongruity, indeed, than almost any of the 



modem additions to those ancient seats of learning* 

The same feeling for the spirit of Gothic that Mr. Haight 

displays in this work at Colombia he also demonstrates in the 

buildings for the University of the South at Sewanee, Terme see, 

and St. Stephens College, Armandale, Hew York. These, being 

new and sagiller colleges in a great deal quieter environment, 

present much less of a problem than did the General Theological 

Seminary, his other chief work in collegiate Gothic in New York* 

There is no doubt that here he did cling closely to precedent, 

but one would be more than harsh to say that he copied blindly 

that which he did not under stand. On the contrary, the pictur¬ 

esqueness of his buildings seems just to happen and is in nowise 

forced. In the deanery at the Seminary, for instance, as in the 

dormitories, there is no pretense of archaism. The depressed 

four-centered arches of the doorways are the only badges of 

collegiate Gothic. The houses are not monastic abodes but un - 

mistakably modem dwellings. Nor is there any affectation in the 

college buildings. They also are of their own time in spite of 

the historical style, which is nowhere allowed to interfere with 

the facts but rather is everywhere employed to express and em - 

phasize them. 

Ylhen we turn to Mr. Haight*s work at Yale there seems little 

room for doubt that, in the Vanderbilt Memorial Dormitory, we 

have stumbled upon a masterpiece. The very fact that it was at 



Tale vas fortunate - Yale, where the buildings, so far as they 

had made any architectural pretensions at all, had been done by 

designers who were evidently anxious about the separate success 

of their own works and desired that attention should be attracted 

to them, without the least regard to the effect of them upon the 

works of their disesteemed predecessors, or their more dis » 

esteemed contemporaries, or their completely disregarded successors, 

at all of whom they seemed openly to smirk* 

Started as it was by the bleak works of the Puritan artisan 

who had expressed his contemptuous disregard for the looks of 

things, (the same ’honest bricklayer" ashom Professor Huxley so 

warmly commended to the trustees of Johns Hopkins when he warned 

them against the 'wiles of the delusive architect*» (American 

Arch» Sept» 9, 1876), the campus at Yale even out did Harvard in 

its endeavor toward being the most nondescript» Mr» Montgomery 

Schuyler (Arch» Hcord, 1899) explains Mr. Haight's predicament in 

words that put me to shame: 

"What was a bred and born conformist to do when he was called 

upon to make an addition to this chaos, and, so far as one building 

went, to.try and transform some of it into cosmos? What was there 

to which to conform? It happened that his own building was to 

'fall* as Shakespeare has it, 

Between the pass and fell-insensed points 

Of mighty opposites» 

One of them was the Art School, quiet even to tameness; and the 



other Osborn Hall, which seems to he the best abused building in the 

whole Tale museum* No Tile man is willing to give it any credit 

whatever* 

..♦It was between these two buildings that a gap was cleared away 

by the demolition of one of the honest old bricklayers performances* 

And they stood there swearing across at each other* or father Osborn 

Hall swore and the Art School looked cowed* To mediate and intercede 

and restore the peace was what might be expected of Mr* Haight* but 

the difficulty of the task was plain* What ‘terbium q.uid* could be 

found between this mild monochrome of Gothic and this aggressive 

bichromate of Romanesque? As a peacemaker he could not openly take 

sides with either, and it would have been contrary to his architec - 

tural instincts to take sides with the bully* It mast* I think* be 

admitted that he got out of it very well with the design of Vander - 

bilt Hall"* And I am inclined to agree with Mr* Schuyler that he 

did* With all this bowing to necessity and attention to the feeling 
» 

of others the buildingvis in itself a decided step forward in 

collegiate building in America* It was said* at the time* that Mr* 

Vanderbilt*s son, in whose memory the building was erected, had 

“been greatly taken with the character and arrangement of the Oxford 

Halls'* and it was the wish of his father that *^>ain be taken in the 

building to give heed to his predelictions in the design and the 

plan*** (Am* Arch* 1894)* 

Mr* Haight then was working under a double strain which how¬ 

ever difficult it may have been in conception produced a result that 



was most successful in execution. The hull ding is arranged on 

three sides of a court with the open side toward the street this 

making it possible for the main facade to be viewed across the 

court and back from the street* In the center of this facade is 

a most typical Oxford or Cambridge tower* breaking through the 

building for an extra floor, and having a great arched opening 

in its base* In every respect it shows its dependence on the 

colleges of medieval England yet every stone speaks of its 

practicality and adaptibility to the needs of the problem* Its 

charm is the real thing and has been obtained, not by any denial 

or supression of the actual condition, but only by the artistic 

affirmation and expression of them* 

It would be impossible to pass over this influential period 

of collegiate Gothic building without commenting on the works of 

Walter Cope and John Stewardson, for the influence they exerted 

on later building Is lnestimateable* The earliest work of merit 

appearing under their name was Denbeigh Hall at Bryn Mawr College 

in 1890* It was a most poetic composition in Tudor Gothic* With 

all its charm and picturesque beauty, it proved only a stepping 

stone to the greater successes of these men who, until the more 

recent appearance of James Gamble Bogers, were undeniable the 

greatest masters of this type of building* In their work at 

Princeton, Bryn Mawr, and the University of Pennsylvania they 

lifted collegiate Gothic from an insecure footing of artistic 



possibility to the higher ground of architectural achievement, 

nothing could he more poetic, more filled with romance than their 

works. In fact, one is so dominated hy this glamor of poetry, this 

force of romantio and historic suggestion, that it is some time 

before he can recover the critical spirit, weigh and analyse the 

various parts of the great whole, and say whether all is good, or 

whether under the veil of emotional suggestion may not lurk weak¬ 

ness and defect* 

But trhat could he more suggestive of the Middle Ages, whose 

great driving force was unity for which all else was sacrificed 

and through which all else was governed? \!h.o could analyse Dante’s 

great poem and not lose all of its charm and power hy trying to find 

whether eqch hit in itself was perfect? St, Thomas Aquinas, the 

greatest of medieval schoolwaen, surely expressed this same ideal 

in his philosophy. Gothic architecture, too, was a monument to 

this very thing which we faeatAou in the works of Cope and Steward- 

son. Everything about the great, soaring Gothic cathedral of the 

Middle Ages represented this subordination of detail to mass. Are 

not these men to he commended rather than condemned for achieving 

a superbe poetic expression of this greates principle of medieval 

Gothic? 

In developing a style of architecture that will stand the 

test of time, we in America must conéider two vital requirements; 

one the demands of law and logic, the other of poetry and adventure. 

During these earlier times in America many architects expressed 

quite satisfactorily the former demands and a few the latter, hut 



they could not reconcile the two* Here in the works of Cope 

and Stewardson we find an outstanding expression of the poetry 

and adventure in architecture at the probable expense of logic 

and law* But always where we find two extremes we may expect 

an ultimate reconciliation in which both are united and a 

perfect expression results* Whether the marriage of these two 

fundament si requirements into an indissoluble union has yet 

been accomplished is a matter of question but that it offers a 

most logical solution to the problem of an American style in 

architecture cannot be overemphasized* If then this romance 

and adventure is necessary for perfection in architecture we 

can make not mistake in studying the Gothic building of the 

Middle Ages, for in it we find man* s most whole-hearted emotional 

expression and complete abandon combined with a thorough 

knowledge of structure. True our modern times present entirely 

new and different ^problems of structure and we cannot expect to 

achieve success by a ipere copying of these more primitive 

examples* Surely though if we can catch the spirit of the Gothic 

builders and learn to meet our problems as frankly as tjiey met 

theirs we may create buildings of as great a beauty and yet 

remain thoroughly practical* 

After this departure it is only necessary to mention the 

works of William A* Potter and Henry Ives Cobb and our survey of 

collegiate building in the XIV century will be completed* In 

the new library at Princeton (1897) Mr. Potter contributes an 



excellent work to the already mentioned brilliant performances of 

Cope and Stewardson in creating a new Princeton* But however 

successful Mr* Potter was at Princeton* It was the work of Mr* Cobh 

at Chicago that aroused the greates amount of Interest and comment* 

That this comment was largely unsympathetic is doubtlessly true* 

and this work of Cobb was severely criticised as dull archeological 

copying,ïijfepite of this* however* his work has many new and favor¬ 

able aspects. Given as he was an entirely new school to plan he 

was not faced with any problems of reconciliation as Mr. Haight 

had been* This work at Chicago has the very great advantage of 

having all been planned by one mind and executed at one time* 

Doubtless there ia a charm in the very miscellany of Oxford and 

Cambridge* in the streets on which one may read five centuries 

and more of English history and where the impression of a contin - 

uous intellectual life of ages is far more valuable and more power¬ 

ful than could be any expression of architectural unity* But there 

is no charm at all in the conglomerate of the ordinary American 

campus* The unity of impression made by the University of Chicago 

is in this respect its most attractive attribute* Although the 

detail of the architecture is English Gothic the general impression 

is rather more French* A contemporary critic* (Amer* Arch* 1892) 

Condemns it as a "careless mixing of styles" but its style seems to -have 

outlived its critic and in these buildings we find another milestone 
4 

in the development of the design of American collegiate architecture* 



Along with this new development in academic building, there 

appeared a renewed interest in Gothic as an architecture for 

church buildings, Richardson and Romanesque had served American 

architecture well add their influence rather than slowing down 

Gothic building had given it an added impetus. Although having 

very little architectural merit in itself, Romanesque had cleared 

the path for a breaking away from historic precednt dr at least 

an unrestrained use of it. lien began to realize more and more 

that the charm and adaptability of Gothic architecture lay not 

in its detail but in its mass* With this realization there came 

an increasing refinement and a growing character to church build¬ 

ing, Men like Frank Miles Say and Henry Vaughn began to «take their 

work known not so much for its historic imitation as for its char- 

aster, In the Church of St« Paul at Lynchburg, (Am, Arch, 1891) 

Mr, Say achieves a freshness and vigour that points toward better 

things to come, Henry Vaughn illustrates the awakening of this 

feeling for the spirit of Gothic in his Church of St, Martin at 

Hew Bedford, Massachusetts, (Am, Arch, 189b), In these two churches 

there is no blind copying of precednt, no ignorant imitating of 

style, no crude attention to mass, but rather a blending of the 

best qualities of each into a fresh, new architecture - an archi - 

texture that developed into the final stage in the transition 

from historic Gothic to modem Gothic* 

Once again a single outstanding figure appears who, in his 

splendid understanding of the Gothic principles and in natural 



creative ability quite ever shadows even H. H« Bichrdson and 

proves himslef to be truly a ♦master of many arts'* It is hardly 

fair to speak of this man* Bertram G. Goodhue* without includ - 

ing his equally brilliant partner* Ralph Adams Cram* but* in 

enthusiasm for this great creator* that his more conservative 

fellow-worker may be neglected* is to be pardoned. From the 

union of these two men came some of the most noteworthy and dis¬ 

tinctly fresh architecture in America. Goodhue the creator* Cram 

the historian* and later Ferguson the executive - this was the 

Combination that priducâd so many brilliant works during the next 

three decades. 

Gothic architecture is like nature* like life* in the 

wonderful variety of the views that may legitimately be taken of it 

and of the motives sfoich may lead men to addict themselves to it 

and work in it with enthusiasm. There is one thing that is 

necessary though* that is aesthetic sensibility. Given that* 

and it does not much matter to the work by what road a man came 

to it. Historically, perhaps, the Gothic revival in America was 

due to a reaction against the strict "Puritanism" of the Protes - 

tant revolt. The Puritans realizing to what shallow depth ritual 

and form had carried the church* severally condemned anything that 

had the semblance of ritual. They attempted to depart from any - 

thing that suggested Catholic* As a matter of fact the Puritan 

revolt* in going behind Catholicism for its architectural models* 



went 'behind Chtlstanity and betook itself to the classic in 

which every "meeting house** in Hew England of any architectural 

pretension was composed in colonial days* This extreme and 

radical attitude could not last long and there naturally develop¬ 

ed a tendency to soften the severity of the Puritan idea without 

bowing to that which called itself "the** Church* Men like 

Eichard Upjohn* whose life work was the building of Episcopal 

churches* strove to express this ritualistic attitude* Upjohn 

once departed from the straight and narrow path to build a meeting 

house in Brooklyn* The Church of the Pilgrims* and another church 

architect explained to one who expressed disappointment with the 

result, **but he did it conscientiously, upon the ground that 

Presbyterians were not entitled to architecture*** 

A Gothicist of the type of Upjohn then* was what might be 
✓ 

fairly called a ritualist* But ritualism tops by no means the 

only source of this revival in America. Romanticism played a part 

not less important and except in strictly ecclesiastical archi - 

tecture more important and even earlier* There were traces of a 

romantic Gothic throughout the early nineteenth century in England* 

and in America its culmination was in the nightmare architecture 

of the Victorian Gothic period* With all this Romanticism was 

doubtlessly the most important and effective of the recruiting 

agencies of the Gothic revival* 

But so fruitful is Gothic there isstili a third factor of 

great importance and that is what might be called rationalism* 



When the Gothic monuments "began to "be really studied after three 

centuries of Ignorant contempt of them it vas soon seen how much 

they transcended the antique monuments as "buildings» hov much more 

intricate and complicated structural problems they presented and 

salTed, how they botained equiliberium of opposing forces instead 

of "by mere mass and inertia* With this understanding of structural 

Gothic there developed Gothic revivalists who "became so» not at all 

as ritualists» nor even as romanticists» hut purely as rationalists* 

To them the Gothic revival was, "the rational analysis of archi - 

tectural forms", and architecture, ecclesiastical and secular, was 

merely, "artistic engineering, and affair neither of tradition nor 

sentiment, hut of reasoh"* 

The Gothic revival in America then, represented these three 

corelating elements* As separate elements they failed to convey 

the true spirit of Gothic* "Upjohn achieved some notable imitations 

hut never an unqualified success* Ritualism failed to revive the 

true Gothic* That romanticism alone was equally unsucessful is 

borne mute evidence to by the remaining monuments of Victorian 

Gothic* Rational Gothic as purely rational Gothic failed equally 

in the attempt to re-establish this ldst art of the Middle Ages and 

there are certainly no worthy examples of this "artistic ergineering" 

In a general way these elements represent the same characteris¬ 

tics that we hare earlier observed in the Gothic building of the 

fiddle nineteenth century* Individually they were never completely 

successful* The success of a single man depended upon how well 



these elements wer^&lended in his work. That they would all 

three he present in one man*s mind was impossible* Tflîat could he < 

more desirable then than a partnership in which were three men 

each representing so splendidly a single one of these elements* 

Such a successful combination was the frim of Cram. Goodhue & 

Ferguson* Ralph Adam Cram* author anl doctor of letters* the son 

of a minister* and architect* was an ideal ritualist* With an 

almost rabid admiration for historic Gothic and an undeniable 

lore for the ritual and form exemplified by it* he represented 

all that was best in the purely ritualistic type, Haviig all the 

ardour of Upjohn and much greater opportunities* he easily 
0 

established himself as formost among those we have chosen to call 

ritualists* 

Even more outstanding in his field* was Bertram Grosvenor 

Goodhue* primarily an architect - and artist and a creator* 

Trained as he was in Eenwick’s office he accumulated a vast working 

knowledge of Gothic detail and decoration* With this was coupled 

a remarkable creative genius aid instinct for the beautiful* 

Certainly he stood head and shoulders above his predecessors of 

the romantic school* It was Goodhue who so frequently put before 

the public the earlier works of these men by his brilliant and 

picturesque drawing* Through them he carried a knowledge of thftir 

buildings to a much larger public than could have had the oppor - 

tunity of inspecting the works for themselves* 

In Frank William Ferguson* the third member of the firm* 



was the rational element* His duty was the stabilizing of the 

fancies of his fellows* A critic and censor rather than a designer» 

he expressed perfectly this striving toward "artistic engineering"* 

In addition to his successful engineering his administrative* legal* 

and dipldunatic ability made him a most valuable member of the firm* 

From such a firm one would expect great things ans) surely from this 

firm did come great things - works that have made an indelible 1m - 

pression on the architecture of modern America* 

The first appearance of the name Bertram G. Goodhue was in the 

competition for the Cathedral of St* John the Divine* New Yrok City* 

a competition whose importance was marked, for it aroused the in - 

terest of the leading architects of the time, most of whom submitted 

a design* Its success though was certainly not remarkable* Cram 

very naively excuses it as, "blind gropings, both of the church and 

of the architects*. According to him* "Practically none of the 

designs submitted showed the least appreciation of the cathedral 

ideal and the variation was from the dry and coldly mechanical, 

through the crudely unintelligent, to the mad and fantastically 1m - 

possible* It was the chance of a century and none came forward to 

seize upon it, tô the glory of the church and to his own immortality"* 

(Church Building, B. A* Cram, Boston 1901). That it did create an 

effort toward Gothic design though must have had its effect, and even 

though it was somewhat un-successful in itself, it furnished in - 

directly an important impulse toward better Gothic* 



The work of Cram and Goodhue during this first decade of 

their partnership was limited almost entirely to church "building* 

They were as yet working in a period when to "be a Gothiclst meant 

to "be a church architect» fot* the new idea of Gothic as a secular 

style had not yet established itself* This period of their work 

was marked "by the "brilliant pen and ink pictures of Goodhue* which 

doubtlessly were as important to the fame of the firm as the 

designs themselves* Notwithstanding this there was a remarkable 

freshness and spirit to these earlier churches* In St* Stephens 

Church at Fall River* Mass*, (American Architect, 1897) the great 

recessed window in front with the massive piers on each side 

offered a most daring solution as compared to the tamer, common - 

place design of contemporary architects* In its very ruggedness 

and solidness it had all that Richardson strove for, yet without 

any of his grossness and crudity* It was a highly successful 

design, but it was by no means Goodhue's single success of that 

decade* To more than mention some of his more successful designs 

would be impossible* All Saint's Church at Dorchester was the 

first of them to be published, (American Arch., 1892) and it was at 

once as fresh and new in design as it was attractive and impelling in 

presentation* Following this and equally fascinating was the New 

Church of St* Paul's at Brockton* From this time on until the end 

of the decade appeared a series of church designs by this man that 

were so new and wholesome that they were outstanding wherever they 

appeared. The First Church at Plymouth, St* Andrews Church at 



Detroit and The Unitarian Church at Somerville» Mass., were hut 

three of them» and in the boldness and clearness of their presenta¬ 

tion were hut reflections of their freshness and frankness of 

design* Surely we can not hut agree with the critic» (American 

Architect» 1896) who declared that Goodhue’s churches were the 

••most notable contributions to Christian architecture yet produced 

in America"* 

Ulth the turning of the century there seemed to come a new 

life to building in America* Vlth such men as Upjohn» Richardson, 

Renwick and Congdon of the nineteenth century, whose very mistakes 

and blunders opened the way to a better architecture, only great 

things could be expected of their followers. Even as ^Jllbertus 

Magnus and Bonaventura had gathered the stones and materials with 

whcih St* Thomas Aquinas was to build his great philosophy, so these 

men offered their works that America might have a great and new 

architecture* In this respect Goodhue was the Thomas Aq.uinas* 

But even as Thomas Atyuinas was not the sole figure of his epoch, 

neither was Goodhue of his. In fact the profession of architecture, 

in general, seemed to have raised new standards and building as a 

whole became more refined and sincere* Men like George G* Post, 

Henry Vaughn, Frank Miles Day, Charles Z* Klauder, Cass Gilbert 

and James Gamble Rogers, in addition to these already mentioned - 

all these men were men who in the previous century would have stood 

out even as Goodhue stood out among them* Many others too, who 



in such, a limited treatise mast "be neglected, yet helped to raise 

American architecture to a heights from which it looks down upon 

all opposition, and from which h£ighth it demands only the best* 

The chief contribution of George B* Post was in the College 

of the City of New York* The new building was quite a contrast to 

the old one, which had already survived the expectations of its 

architect by attaining a full half century; for its architect was 

James Benwick, one of whose favorite sayings it was, that the 

business of an American architect was to build things that would 

stand and be presentable for about thirty years, after vhich they 

were fairly sure to yield to "the principle of vicissitude and the 

effluxion of things". This belief seems to be well founded, though 

among the author's own works Grace Church and Calvary, to say nothing 

of St* Patricks Cathedral, survived to contradict it* These new 

buildings then had the advantage of good ancestors and one doesn't 

question that the offsprings did credit to the parent* Built of 

the rugged stone of the surround! rg hillsides, these buildings, were 

admirable related to their sight* They had a vigour and boldness 

of picturesqueness that was equally appropriate to the site and 

the material* On the other hand the choice of an entirely differ - 
o 

ent material for the trim and decoration is a pint of the design 

that is at least open to question. In the large segmental sweep 

of the principle front of the college proper one sees a new in • 

stance of the arising desire for frankness and simplification,for 

discerning the essential point and giving emphasis to it in the 



layout* This acceptance of facts and & consequent submission 

of the design to meet the requirements more than makes up for any 

deficiencies Post may have suffered in his questionable use of 

white terra cotta as a trim for black stone* His use of Gothic 

detail to is commendable and shows an individuality combined with 

an understanding of historic principles* Indeed* the whole im - 

pression is one ishich shows a steady progress in this type of * 

buildings and arouses hipest hope for future collegiate building* 

In Henry Vaughn is found a quality which oftentimes in an 

admiration for boldness and vigorousness we are wont to over-look* 

That is serenity and dignity* Many times, even in the work of such 

men as Gcrodhue, the dymanic forcefulness of the design is obtained 

at the expense of dignity and reserve. True these works have a 

simplicity about them but it is rather a bold and daring simplicity 

while in the work of Henry Vaughn we feel a quiet serenity that is 

refreshing mainly by virture of this quàlity* In these other works 

and the work of Henry Vaughn we find a difference very similar to 

the difference in medieval building between French Gothic and 

English Gothic* French aspired to greater heights but often in its 

soaring it sacrificed the quality of- quiet and dignity that was 

always present in the English Gothic. A single work of Henry 

Vaughn* I think* will well illustrate all of the most commendable 

characteristics of this man* In the Amasa Stone Memorial* Western 

Reserve University at Cleveland, Ohio, we find a perfect expression 

of the dignity and complaissancy possible in this type of Gothic 



'buildings* With its extreme simplicity and refinement of detail, i : 

its sturdy yet graceful proportions,and its harmonious relation of 

parts, it brings to our mind the thought that, were it human, it 

would indeed make a most ideal gentlemen, for it pesseâ^all the 

culture, refinement and poise implied by that term* 

In the work of Frank Miles lay is found still another charac - 

teristic, a characteristic in fact that was fundamentally Gothic, 

It is but another expression of that most admirable phase of 

medieval building, its honesty* They had the power to plan logically, 

monumentally, and practically and to express this plan outwardly 

with force and precision* In the gymnasium at the University of 

Pennsylvania he shows perfectly this strong mark of genius. Every- 

ting in this design is organic, all is in perfect taste* It shows 

a certain amount of restraint, knowledge of and ability to grasp 

the components of Gothic design and their relationship and, what is 

more characteristically medieval, certainty and confidence of 

touch* The design is baàed on the best type of English collegiate 

work and is somewhat suggestive of St* John's College, Oxford, 

(a building which according to Mr. Cram ^proves finally that com - 

position is as important and as highly developed in medieval as in 

classic design")« At that, there doesn't seem to be^the least bit 

of straining for effect, no blind reproduction of historic detail, 

and no sense of affection or self-consciousness* In other words, 

it is obviously a well studied building by a man of undeniable 

feeling for Gothic, and I feel he is quite deserving of the tribute 



paid him by Mr. Cram «ho delcared that he, "with Mr* Eyre and 

Messrs. Cope and Stewardson, turned "back the tide of ’sans - 

culottism* that was overwhelming Philadelphia and set up their 

standard as a rallying ]?int for all men loyal to good taste to 

seriousness as a purpose, to faithfulness in the small things of 

architecture as in the great". (Architectural Record, May 1904) 

Pay then represented almost ideally what we have previously 

referred to as the rationalist, he had none of the fervor of the 

ritualist and little of the imagination of the romanticist, yet 

his buildings were in every practical sense of the word, successes* 

Successful though they were, however, they lacked the aesthetic 

finesse and feeling that we find in the work of the same man 

after his relationship with Chas. Klauder. 

Elauder had that aesthetic imagination and refinement that 

was lacking in the earlier works of Pay, and we find a great 

improvement in the character of the work that comes from these 

men under the firm name of Pay & Elauder* Elauder, like Cram 

and Rogers, regarded Gothic more as a splendid period of archi - 

tectural building and his works are fine, more because of his 

sensitive adaptation of the best of historic pieces to his modern 

needs rather than of any realization of the spirit of Gothic, 

and expression of it in modern terms* In his sketches for Cornell 

University and in the buildings he executed there this fine sense 

of the beautiful and the picturesque is well expressed* 

Even more in the work of James Gamble Rogers is this sen - 

sitiveness to Gothic picturesq.ueness* In the Harkness Memorial 



Quadrangle at Yale, we see perhaps the finest expression of 

this type of building in America* Picturesque to an extreme it 

solves perfectly the problems presented by a modern college* 

But what is more vital, the buildings have a ppirit to them, they 

breathe the very essence of aesthetic stimulus, they create in 

one a love for the place and arouse a queer tin-explainable feel - 

ing in onês breast; in short, they represent the spiritual side 

of education. I can not refrain from quoting President Hadley*s 

remaries when he accepted the gift of these buildings; (Yale 

Allumi Weekly, October 12th, 1917) 

**0f the various means to develop and perpetuate the spiritual 

side of education, beautiful buildings are one of the most im - 

portant* Cardinal Newman placed them in the forefront among 

educational agencies as more essential to the main purposes of a 

college than anything else* (There are many reasons for thinking 

he is right* A monumental building, if it be really beautiful 

and glorious, give a visible and permanent object around which 

life and loyality can grow and to which tradition and sentiment 

can attach* The man who looks out day after day into the college 

quadrangles of Oxford and Cambridge finds a stimulus both to his 

love of beauty and his love of learning* Such influence is more 

needed today than ever.,before* The waste of war is destroying 

churches and castles and glorious monuments of antiquity. Unless 

the world builds new centers of beauty and affection to take the 

place of the old, the twentieth century will, in spite of material 

progress, be essentially poorer than the nineteenth. And the 



war has done «ore than lay buildings waste* It has for the moment 

at any rate distorted our standards* It has compelled us to look 

too much for immediate efficiency rather than permanent utility; to 

seek tangible effects and disregard intangible ones; to work for 

achievements of the moment rather than those of the ages* Doubly 

important then it is to re-new our supply of tradition and inspira¬ 

tion by buildings like this; to bring home to the students who 

shall live within these walls the lessons of affection and loy&lity 

and love of the beautiful, which should go into the life of an 

ancient college*** 

Undoubtedly Sogers did incorporate into his design something 

that expressed this affection and loyality and love of the beautiful 

His buildings have instinctively that spirit of life which nothing 

but union with the people can give, and which is so typically Gothic 

In these buildings though, the architect had something in which he 

could directly reproduce the finest of historic Gothic* Here was 

a perfect example of ritualism in secular architecture. Like Cram 

and Klauder, Sogers worked only in this historic Gothic. In works 

where it could be employed directly he seemed unexcelled, but when 

necessity arose for him to adapt this Gothic to a strictly modern 

problem, a problem that involved an almost unreasonable height for 

Gothic buildirg, the result was not so successful. In the build - 

ings for Northwestern University at Chicago he met this very 

problem, and lacking the true feeling and idea of the Gothic 

builders, he did not carry this work to its greates possible success 



As to detail he is irreproachable hut in the general mass of 

the buildings, one feels that whereas his work is strictly Gothic 

reproduction is unequalled, he does not have that fundamental 

requirement - a complete understandirg of the Gothic principle 

of mass. 

This same characteristic is evident in the work of Cass 

Gilbert, particularly in the Woolworth Building, Undoubtedly 

this building is one of the most important contributions of the 

twentieth century to Gothic building in America, fot it marks 

the first successful and surely the most outstanding application 

of Gothic to the modern sky-scraper, Surely the general feeling 

of the mass is Gothic, even thoigh it is obviously forced to 

meet the requirements of a city lot. In the very fact, however, 

that the architect clings so closely to historic detail is its 

weakest point, Nowhere could one find a more lavish use of 

purely Gothic detail, and nowhere is it more certainly wasted. 

The decided feeling of verticality, the relation of the set - 

backs, and the mass of the tower, certainly are as Gothic as the 

detail, but they seem to fit. The detail, while rich in itself 

seems vastly forced and magnified and completely out of scale. 

Too large and gross when seen at close range, it becomes insig - 

nificant and lost when viewed from the street. In spite of this 

inconsistency of detail the Woolworth Building represents a vast 

forward step in modern building for it demonstrates that, for 

modern builders, the vital element of Gothic is in its treatment 

of mass, and not in its detail, and it is through the realization 



of this fact that the hope of future buildii^ lies. 

Perhaps, the nearest to a realization of this ideal of Gothic 

is in the works of Goodhue. Although Goodhue denied the 

applicability of Gothic to a building or more than two or three 

stories, his few tall buildings are almost a contradiction of his 

theory. True there is nothing Gothic about the Nebraska State 

Capitol, but it was unquestionable the architects thorough 

knowledge of Gothic mass that made such a building possible. £ut 

it is this that the study of Gothic may be most valuable to the 

modern builder. To profit by an architecture we can not study it 

with the view of reproducing it, but with the idea of using its 

most commendable features to develop an architectural style in 

which these features are embodied, but which as a style goes deeper 

and further beyond the restrictions of historic copying, 

V 

The firm of Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson was indeed responsible 

for many outstanding monuments to architectural progress in the 

early twentieth century. It was their Gothic churches that gave 

this firm of architects their enviable professional position, a 

position of primacy as designers of churches which,fead not been 

attained since the days of Richard Upjohn. It was their church 

work which recommended them, at a time when they had done nothing 

very worthy in "institutional*' work, far such a cdtapetition as that 

of the enlargement of V/est Point, in which the conditions of the 

problems seeméd to indicate a Gothic solution. That they have done 



the "best Gothic churches this far erected in America hardly seems 

an extravagent claim. 

Scholarship, the cultivated sensibility that enabled the 

designers to choose from the enormous repertory available to them 

what suited their particular prupose and the artistic tact of 

adjusting the chosen forms to that purpose, was in these men com¬ 

bined with invention aid. originality* Animation was never lack - 

ing, but it was never obtained at the cost of repose* The charac¬ 

ter of the structure of CAlvary Church at Pittsburg, for example, 

attained an impressiveness through the power and simplicity of its 

massés* It has been said that Cram and Goodhue each leaned toward 

separate ttyles and had somewhat different ideals for Gothic build¬ 

ing* Mr* Montgomery Schuyler, (Arch. Record, Jan. 1911) observed 

that "as Mr* Cram is taken with the stem simplicity of the earli¬ 

est English Gothic, his partner seems to be attracted by the*pio - 

turesque degeneration* of the latest* It appears that the junior 

partner would agree with Prof. Freeman in considering as *on the 

whole, the best* phase of English Gothic what the senior partner 

would agree with Raskin in calling *our de^têstable Perpendicular*"* 

However true this may have been they certainly were united on St* 
f v 

Thomas*s Church, New York. It is neither early or late, nor is it 

French or English, In the words of a contemporary critic "It is 

neither green nor over-ripe, neither monastic nor mundane, but a 

rich and stately piece of normal Gothic", and it is indeed the 

materpiece of both its architects. 



The winniig of the competition, for the enlargement of 

West Point marked the re-entry of Gothic into secular archi - 

tecture after many years of deserved banishment. For collegiate 

architecture Gothic had not ceased even during this interval to 

he regarded as at least a possibility* But West Point was not 

only a school* but a government institution* and that the United 

States Government should revert to Gothic* was taken hard by 

the prevailing school of classicists* Mr. Hastings, (Of Carrère 

& Hastings* Architects* Hew York)* a disappointed and disgusted 

competitor, doubtless expressed the feelings of mapy when he 

said that the adoptation of a Gothic design for the Military 

Academy* "had set back architecture in the United States a 

quarter of a century*. (Arch. Record, 1911) 

With its already existing buildirgs* of quite good Gothic 

considering the time they were built, logic and reason demanded 

Gothicj surely their demands could not better have been met. The 

first view of this work is of the Post Headquarters* a grim and frown¬ 

ing square mass* There is in it very little of that we commonly 

think of Gothic, with the massy simplicity and thickness of its 

walls, they depth and darkness of its arched gate-way, the stark 

squareness of its turrets* all of as grim and unadorned an aspect 

as that of the equally stark mass beneath. All ornament not in - 

herent in the exposition of the structure is rejected. Only a 

splendid conventional heraldic eagle and a simple traceried win - 

dow along-«side it relieve its foreboding grimness* It is English 



Gothic though, a most masculine and military expression of it. 

It reminds one of the "proud Keep of Windsor rising in the 

majesty of proportion and girt with a double belt of its kindred 

and coeval towers". 

A great part of the work at West Point is of an humble, 

practical character but that does not prevent it from being plc- 

of turesque and effective. These buildings are of the simplest and 

durable materials, brick with a sparing use of stone, but they 

continue the character that is so forcefully expressed in the 

more imposing structures. With all thèir sense of pricticality, 

they have an equally unfailing sense of appropriât ness and 

effectiveness. 

But it is the chapel that is the dominant building of West 

Point. "Setting" as it does, " on a hill" and visible from all 

sides, it represents one of the most ambitious and elaborate of 

Goodhue's works and is certainly the crowning feature of his work 

there. Absolutely in character with the other work, with its 

solid base, its massive and powerful tower and its great recessed 

front window with visible and ample framing and abutment, it has 

a more defined and delicate air than its neighbors. The delicacy 

of its proportions and the refinement of its detail are so well 

combined with its rugged character and feeling of power that, in¬ 

stead of being inconsistent, it has all the military spirit of 

stability and force restrained, and stands as it were with bowed 

head. It is certainly one of the most notable achievements of 

early twentieth century church building in America and it fitly 



crowns and culminates an architectural assemblage which marks 

most signally the re-entry of Gothic into American secular archi¬ 

tecture. 

With the strating of the work at West Point however, there 

came the necessity of opening a Hew York Office. From this time 

on the work of this frim was, more or less, individual, the work 

from Hew York being Goodhue’s and that from Boston,Cram’s. Of 

Cram in Boston, his noteworthy contribution in the field of Gothic 

building is that of architect for the Cathedral of St. John the 

Divine in Hew York, on which work is now in progress. 

With Goodhue the separation seemed only to bring out the best 

that was in him, for since, he has done two important works; the 

Library at Los Angeles, California, and the Hebraska State Capitol 

at Lincoln. Of the two the Capitol building is vastly superior, 

probably because the death of Goodhue prevented his seeing to the 

actual construction on the Library, It shows historic precedence 

only in a most broad way, rather it is a pur»study of mass. That 

there is anything at all of a Gothic feeling to it is 

certainly open to question. But surely it shows a long and thoroughly 

comprehensive study of Gothic. In short it represents perhaps, 

better than any other building in America that which I believe Gothic 

architecture means to us. There is not even a trace of Gothic 

detail, or for that matter of any other historic detail in this 

building of Goodhue. What bit he does use is studiously placed 

aid thoroughly applicable, and in every way subordinate to the mass. 



We have seen in this "brief retrospect of Gothic "building 

during the past half century in America, a continous if capricious 

progress* From the time of Richard Upjohn, when Gothic meant 

Gothic, no more or no less, when to "build a Gothic church meant to 

"build a church that resembled in every way Gothic "building of the 1. 

Middle Ages, from a time when Gothic applied only to Church "build¬ 

ing and attempt at Gothic in secular building was dubbed, and 

usually deservedly, an ab\eration, from such a time as this, through 

the darker and most discouraging period of Victorian Gothic, through 

the time of Renwick and Congdon, out-living the fresh and invigorat¬ 

ing period of Richardson*s influence, up to the present century 

when men began to see infinitely more in Gothic than mere imitation, 

marked by the works of Gilbert and Goodhue^, and such men, to the 

time when Gothic can "be appreciated not so much for itself as for 

the spirit that lies behind it, to the time when men:could think 

and design in the fresh and vigorous terms of mass and proportion, 

this in brief was the path of Architecture, That she is approach¬ 

ing one of those peaks on which she occasionally stands is to be 

hoped. Surely never before has her upward progress been so marked. 

In the short period of half a century we have noticed an advance 

so rapid and so intelligent as to make our pulse quicken in 

ajfcnticipation. 

But why should we not be on the threshold of a most brilliant 

period of Architecture? With all the faculties for study and 

appreciation of previous styles, wlth-an unlimited field of build- 



ing, with, almost unlimited resources, 'both financial and material, 

add with new and improved methods of building, almost anything could 

be accomplished# From any of these earlier periods though, we cannot 

and must not expect a complete solution to problems which are 

thoroughly modern and previously un-thought-of# Oar object in the 

study of them should be to understand them and the problems they 

presented and how the master builders of such a period met and solved 

their problems# The Greeks and Bomans faced no such serious problems, 

as a result their solution is a mere matter of mass and inertia. That 

the Renaissance in reviving this principle and attempting to apply 

it to meet their needs frankly met its problem is a matter for con - 

sidération# But surely the builders of the Middle Ages are not open 

to any such question# 

In the greater building of the Gothic period medieval man 

attempted to solve in an entirely individual maimer problems which 

are entirely individual# The thirteenth century was a century in 

which men had begun to recognize their ability and power# Architec¬ 

ture had been going through a period very similar to the one we have 

just discussed# From the Church, medieval man got his greatest stimules 

and it was church building that demanded his attention, for to the 

medieval man the material church was but an earthly representation of 

a Heavenly Church - a Church to which every man aspired. To properly 

glorify and proclaim this highest of human aspirations in terms of 

stone and mortar was a task of the medieval man# How well he 

accomplished it we can best conjecture from the glorious, soaring 



piles of masonry and stained glass that remain to ns today as 

splendid monuments to this most living architecture* 

Bat was there anything of the antique of the historic in 

this great architecture? Was it not even as our own might he, 

the culmination of a long period of development rising as it did < 

out of its anticedents, yet retaining none of their character 

A driect offspring of the rough barrel-vaulted Romanesque yet in 

itsfinjtest expression it had little in commons with Romanesque* 

It was of Romanesque hut infinitely advanced over it. Surely 

the modern architect can profit hy an appreciation of this fact. 

If the Gothic builders accomplishing what they did with as little 

precedent,why Should not we, profiting not only hy what they were 

forced to work out, hut hy the addition of the vast accumulation 

of five cent rules of building, accomplish much greater things and 

raise Architecture to a greater height than she has yet reached? 

In short then, we «hould take Gothic architecture not for 

itself} not for its treatment of wall space, not for its pecular 

fenestration, nor for its detail, hut for the more fundamental 

principles and problems which these medieval builders so success¬ 

fully solved, and hy means of which we might equally well solve 

our modern problems. That they were most successful in their treat¬ 

ment of mass, in their relation of wall and window, in their frank 

recognition of the structure, and in the solution of mapy similar 

problems is undeniable, and it is in the acknowledgement of these 

things and the study of them that we may derive our fullest benefits 



from this most fascinating period of architectural building* 
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